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Abstract. Landmarks are fundamental elements for people to learn an
environment. People use these landmarks to enrich their route descrip-
tions (for example, when anchoring movements at decision points). Sev-
eral automatic landmark identification and selection theories have been
suggested in recent years. This paper evaluates these theories by com-
paring the landmarks identified by automatic landmark selection with
landmark choices and behavioral characteristics of human participants
moving in a virtual environment. This comparison of automatic selection
and human behavior will improve our understanding of automatic land-
mark identification theories, and will facilitate a weighting of methods
for navigation services to generate more human-like route descriptions.

1 Introduction

Landmarks are fundamental elements for people to learn an environment, i.e.,
for building up a mental representation that enables people to orient themselves
and to navigate in this environment. As a rich body of research in spatial cog-
nitive science and linguistics has shown, people also use landmarks to enrich
their route descriptions; for example, for anchoring turning actions at decision
points, or as an assurance along longer route segments. Yet current navigation
assistance services do not refer to landmarks in their route descriptions because
of the lack of reliable methods for identifying suitable landmarks. Furthermore,
though several competing automatic landmark identification methods have been
suggested in the literature, only one [1] is operational.

All landmark identification methods suggested so far argue for their approach
from a cognitive ergonomics point of view (some frame it as information theory)
and ground their measures in observed or expected salience. But none of them
went through thorough user testing. In this paper we present an experiment that
can be used to test and compare any landmark identification method.

This paper addresses two key research questions: (1) do landmark identifica-
tion methods sufficiently reflect what people refer to in their route descriptions,
and (2) does the attention span of people while learning a new route correlate
to their choice of landmark in their route descriptions?



We are interested in establishing quality measures for landmark selection
methods by comparing correlation coefficients of automatic selected landmarks
with people’s preferences. Accordingly, the hypothesis of this paper is two-fold:
(a) a correlation larger than random between landmark selection methods and
people’s choices of landmarks can be observed, and (b) a correlation larger than
random between peoples chosen landmarks and their attention span can be ob-
served.

Our test scenario takes place in a virtual environment. This experimental
setup allows us to control the environmental factors easily and precisely record
the trajectories during a routing task. The participants navigate along two high-
lighted routes and write down their own route descriptions for another person to
follow. Our analysis consists of three parts: first we will analyze the route descrip-
tions according to the mentioned landmarks, then we will compute the correla-
tion of different landmark identification methods with human-chosen landmarks,
and finally we will calculate the correlation between features participants paid
attention to and the references in their route descriptions.

As the virtual environment is populated only by empty street space and
façades, we expect that participants will use building façades as landmarks, and
further, that they will resort to other salient elements, such as street intersections
or even geometry where there is a lack of landmarks. We predict a significant
degree of unity in their choices where they pass salient landmarks (in terms of the
landmark identification methods). We also assume that there will be a correlation
between peoples attention in the environment and the chosen landmarks in their
route descriptions, which would enable us to suggest new landmark identification
models based on tracking attention, and also to evidentially support the selection
methods that put some emphasis on visual salience. We further anticipate proof
for different influences of landmark identification factors.

2 Landmarks in Route Communication

A landmark is a salient geographic entity that marks a locality and can be used
for orienting or navigating in the environment [2, 3]. References to landmarks
can frequently be found in human route descriptions [4]. Research on spatial
cognition and spatial linguistics shows that in route communication people prefer
qualitative references over quantitative ones (e.g., [5–7]), and accordingly, prefer
references to landmarks rather than metric distances (e.g., [8–11, 4]).

Landmarks are mentioned in route descriptions because they are salient in
the environment and memorable [7]. Direction givers assume that nominated
landmarks are either known or recognizable by listeners. Sorrows & Hirtle [12]
state that geographic entities can be memorable for (1) their singularity, or sharp
contrast with their surroundings; (2) the prominence of their spatial location; (3)
their content, meaning, use or cultural significance; and (4) their prototypicality
within a category. Landmarks are frequently categorized as: visual, if they have
certain visual characteristics; cognitive, which are semantically meaningful to
personal interests or experiences; and structural, which are memorable because



of their spatial location [13, 14]. Tomko & Winter [15] argue that the prominent
references used in route descriptions are brief and can be easily picked up by
wayfinders from their cognitive maps of the environment.

2.1 Landmark Identification Theories

A landmark must stand out from its environment in some respect, such as size,
color or function, to mark a locality. To enrich navigation services, several theo-
ries have been developed for an automatic identification of landmarks from geo-
graphic entities representing urban environments. Raubal & Winter [13] present
a method to automatically extract landmarks by assessing their salience from the
above identified three aspects: visual, semantic and structural attraction. Elias
[3], however, suggests a data mining method to select features with outstand-
ing attributes in a neighborhood; the data contains all geometric and thematic
aspects of features without consideration of perception by human senses. Again
having visual, semantic and structural attraction in mind, Duckham et al. [1]
suggest an identification method based on feature categories instead of individual
landmarks. In addition to absolute landmarkness, some aspects of landmarks are
route-specific, especially advance visibility (e.g., [16–18]). This section will study
the theories of identifying landmarks focusing on the three aspects of structure,
semantics and visibility.

Structural Salience A landmarks salience can be affected by its position along
the route. Michon & Denis [19] study the use of landmarks in route descriptions
and conclude that landmarks are used frequently, especially around the start-
ing/arrival point and points where a change in direction is required, i.e., decision
points. We use their theory in extracting landmark candidates.

Klippel & Winter [20] formalize the structural salience of point-like objects
along a route whereas Claramunt & Winter [21] extend structural salience to
elements in street networks – for example, places, paths, barriers and districts –
and identify a generic model of structural salience for urban environments.

In our experiment, façades and street intersections are the only elements
that can be considered as landmarks, and façades can have structural salience
according to their relation to decision points. Other elements, such as barriers
or districts, are not provided in this virtual environment.

Semantic Salience In Winter’s [16] survey of the prominence of campus fea-
tures, the single chapel on campus is more prominent than other landmarks that
belong to categories with multiple occurrences on campus, such as bookstores
(ranked second, because there were only a few) or halls. Landmarks can stand
out by their function as well as their cultural significance, so called semantic
salience, independent from visibility or structural salience.

Semantic salience can apply to specific communities – for example, for en-
gineering students the engineering building on campus is more prominent than



other buildings, and a suitable landmark for local orientation (“next to our build-
ing”). Similarly, personalized route descriptions can even refer to entities with an
individual semantic salience (“next to the coffee shop where we met yesterday”).

Visual Salience A landmark may stand out simply for its visible properties,
independent of structure or semantics, such as color, size (as being perceivable
from street space, i.e., mainly width and height) or form [13]. Among these
properties, color is an attribute difficult to formalize. It depends not only on
lighting, viewing distance and surrounding colors [22], but also on the texture
of the feature.

A method to compute the salience of the color of an image is suggested
by Aziz & Mertsching [23], and Nothegger et al. [24] propose an approach for
images of façades. Winters [16] measure of advance visibility (how much a façade
is visible when approaching a decision point) will also be applied in this paper.

2.2 Landmarks in Virtual Environments

Virtual environments (VE ) are a valuable tool in environmental psychology.
Advantages of VE are the reproducibility of studies, the minimization of inter-
ferences, and the accurate recordings of the subjects behavior and performance
[25]. A VE is usually an interactive, real-time, 3D graphical rendering of spatial
data. Subjects have a first-person egocentric view of the scene and control the
interaction by a game-pad or a mouse. They acquire information about an en-
vironment sequentially and integrate this information over time into a mental
representation of the environment. Many studies show that people are able to
learn the spatial layout of a VE and can perform tasks such as route learning
successfully.

In fact, a number of studies show that people use landmarks in VEs for their
navigation tasks (e.g., [26–28]),and further, that the manipulation of landmarks
changes peoples navigation behavior.

Additional findings support that it is possible to transfer spatial knowledge
from a VE to a real environment, and that a VE can be used to explain a route
to a person (e.g., [29–31]).

2.3 Interpreting Human Written Route Descriptions

Tversky & Lee [32] and Tenbrink [6] study the relationship between space and
language, and find evidence that human written route descriptions reflect the
cognitive representations of space while others are concerned with how to gen-
erate human-like route descriptions [33, 34]. However, there are few studies on
how to interpret human written route descriptions, which are normally rich in
information and complicated to formalize [35].

In this paper, we focus on the landmarks mentioned in route descriptions.
Written references to landmarks are manually identified and annotated without
the use of any language technology.



3 Experiment

For our experiment we use a virtual environment that was designed and imple-
mented originally for another purpose [36] and is re-used here with permission
of the Hasso Plattner Institut, Potsdam. The virtual environment presents a
virtual city with box buildings. Every box building is represented by gluing a
photorealistic façade on a cuboid. In this virtual environment, participants see
a route highlighted by arrows.

Two routes are available: The short route is 1.66 km long with eight intersec-
tions along the route and 38 different façades available to be glued on the box
buildings. The other route is 2.8 km long, with 16 intersections and 126 different
façades (see Figure 1).

In both cases, the amount of available façade images is not sufficient to
texture each building front individually; hence, façade images repeat in a random
order. However, the available façade images are of diverse characteristics–they
were taken as a representative subset of façades of a Berlin suburb. We use these
urban façade images because they offer a high variability of different features,
such as shops at the ground level, architectural features and color intensive
textures, which can all contribute to landmarkness.

The virtual environment contains no other features of salience beyond the
façades: the width of all streets is equal as well as the height of all houses, and
no other outstanding objects are placed in the virtual environment.

Participants will follow these two routes, in random order, and provide a
route description for each. We will compare the references to landmarks in the
directions we collect to automatically selected landmarks. Also, participants are
tracked in the virtual environment with respect to both their movement and
their viewing directions (heading). This allows us to analyze how much time
people spent looking at each façade. For each route we will determine which
façades the participants paid most attention to, then correlate the façades at-
tracting attention to the landmarks referred to in route descriptions. We can
thus ascertain whether participants typically refer to those façades they looked
at for longer times during active navigation.

24 participants attended the experiment. Participants were students and re-
searchers at the University of Melbourne, 15 males and nine females, aged 23-42.
Eight of the participants were of German nationality (which is relevant due to
the German context of façade images). All participants were instructed to write
down a route description of their traveled route for a friend in daily route com-
munication, with no time limit.

The virtual environment was presented on a large screen projection: Partici-
pants sat two meters in front of a 2 by 1.5 meter screen. They navigated actively
through the virtual environment with a joystick. Figure 2 shows the starting
point for the long route. Participants could navigate with two types of velocity:
walking speed or running. The running speed was introduced since the routes
cover long distances, which take considerable travel time at walking speed.

In the experiment, all participants navigated twice along each route to explore
the routes and collect all information needed for describing them. During the two



Fig. 1. This figure shows an overview of the two routes. The short route is part of the
long one.

trials each participant could navigate along the routes at their own speed, and
stop and write down their route descriptions at any time. All route descriptions
were handwritten in English.

4 Analysis and Results

4.1 Route Descriptions

To analyze the results, we focus on the referred landmarks, their frequency of
reference and the manner they are referenced in the directions. In the case of
the short route, 23 route descriptions were analyzed (one participant had to be
excluded due to technical reasons).

14 out of 23 participants had used landmarks in their descriptions; nine
participants had written route descriptions without referring to landmarks, but
using chunkings of blocks/intersections and turns. One example of a route de-
scription without landmarks is given in Figure 3.

Only three participants had used distance information in their directions. The
14 participants using landmarks had referred to an average of four landmarks for



Fig. 2. Starting point of the long route. The arrow shows the direction of the route.

describing the short route, and of these, two were explicit landmarks – meaning
a participant named the landmark, such as Lotto shop – and two were implicit
landmarks – meaning a landmark was described by its properties (e.g., color
or architectural structure), such as (house with balconies (Figure 4). The most
prominent explicit landmarks, with ten references each, were the Lotto shop and
Ulrich Augenoptik (Figure 5).

Take the street on the right

Go for 3 blocks turn right

First intersection turn right then turn left

Go till the end of the road, turn right

Second left. The end

Fig. 3. An example of route descriptions for the short route without using landmarks.

In the route descriptions for the long route 15 participants referred to land-
marks in their directions, while nine did not use any. For the participants utilizing
landmarks there were, on average, nine landmarks mentioned. An average of two
of these landmarks were explicit and seven were implicit. Only four people used
distance information. The most prominent landmarks for the long route were
a restaurant named Viapiano and a Häagen Dazs ice cream shop next to this
restaurant, both with 11 references (see Figure 5).



- At the red house take street so red house is on the left (the street

with Haeagen-Dazs in the right)

- third intersection turn right, yellow house on corner, Lotto shop

opposite yellow house

- next intersection turn left, house with balconies in the corner

- next intersection turn left, little corner restaurant

- next intersection at the big house turn right

- second intersection turn left, at the graffiti wall, there are a few

shops in the street you turn into

- next intersection left, bright red house in the new street

- third intersection left, opposite the erdwaerme house

- next intersection right , into Heimstrasse

- next intersection left, at the white office style building with

dark windows

- next right , at the Haeagen Dazs

- end at next intersection

Fig. 4. Sample route descriptions for the long route with references to landmarks.

The interpretation of results has to take into account that the experimental
environment is populated with façades taken from a German city. This means
explicit landmarks are labeled with signs in German, and some of the shops or
restaurants are from chains well known to the German participants, but not
necessarily to the other participants.

We found significant differences1 (p < 0.05) between the “Germans” and the
“non-Germans” in using explicit vs. implicit landmarks for both routes. Unsur-
prisingly, German participants preferred explicit landmarks and non-Germans
preferred implicit landmarks. However, there were no significant differences be-
tween these two groups in terms of the frequency with which they referred to
landmarks.

4.2 Trajectory Analysis

We hypothesized that people refer to those façades in their descriptions that they
had paid more attention to when walking through the environment. For example,
participants might focus on façades that are visible longer along the route and
refer to these in their descriptions. To test our hypothesis we tracked the position
and heading (viewing direction) of each participant every millisecond during the
experiments. By analyzing this data it could be computed how much time each
participant spent looking at a particular façade. Figure 6 gives an example of
such an analysis.

Each trajectory could be divided into two sets: the slow sections where posi-
tions were sampled with walking velocity, and the fast sections where the partic-
ipants were running. For the analysis we concentrated on the slow parts, because

1 T-Test is calculated with SPSS 16.



Fig. 5. The most prominent landmarks for both routes: on the left for the short route,
on the right for the long route.

we assumed that in running mode participants did not pay much attention to
their environment and were not looking out for a landmark. In fact, every par-
ticipant passed every intersection in the speed that was predefined as walking
speed.

For every point of the slow sections we calculated a visibility area. The vis-
ibility area was defined by the heading of a participant at this point, the sur-
rounding environment, a field of view of 60◦, and a depth of view of 80 meters.
In the computed visible area the set of visible façades was recorded, and then
it was calculated how long a participant had seen a particular façade without
interruption (freqtraj).

We analyzed how often each façade was seen by all participants on average,
and correlated this number (freqtraj) with the frequency this façade was referred
to (freqhuman). We found a significant correlation2 (p < 0.01) between freqtraj
and the frequency of references to this façade for both the short and the long
routes.

For a finer analysis we divided the set of all trajectories for the walking
sections into a group where participants used landmarks (freqwithL), and a group
where participants did not refer to landmarks (freqnoL). Following our hypothesis
we found a significant correlation (p < 0.01) between freqtraj and freqhuman in
the group where participants referred to landmarks in their route descriptions,
but there is no correlation in the group which did not use any landmarks.

4.3 Calculating Landmark Salience

To exclude landmarks far away or invisible to participants, only façades within a
buffer of 80 meters along the selected routes were investigated for their landmark-

2 Correlations are calculated using Spearman correlation and are done with SPSS 16.
We used the Spearman rank correlation because one of our data sets is ordinal.



Fig. 6. Tracking a participant at an intersection. On the left side: squares are the
ending point of a façade, black dots are the heading and triangles show the trace. On
the right side: a visualization of the trajectory (dashed line) of the participant, with
the opening angle of the heading. The arrow head to the direction of travel.

Table 1. Correlation between trajectory data (all, group using landmarks, group not
using landmarks) and landmark references in the route descriptions
(significant if p < 0.01).

Route freqtraj/ freqhuman freqwithL/ freqhuman freqnoL/ freqhuman

short 0.16* 0.18* not sig.

long 0.18* 0.17* not sig.

ness. Due to the consistent height of all buildings in the virtual environment and
the façades’ composite texture, the landmark salience was calculated using four
attributes: their position relative to decision points (structural salience), their
categories (semantic salience), their advance visibility and their color differences
to their neighbors (visual salience).

The structural salience value sstructural was computed according to [20]. Se-
mantic salience ssemantic was calculated from a manual assignment of a category
salience according to [1], i.e., a value weighing prototypical physical size, proto-
typical proximity to road, prototypical ubiquity, and prototypical permanence.
A list of used category salience measures is shown in Table 4.3. Only façades
containing businesses have a semantic salience value ssemantic larger than zero.

Advance visibility svAngle of façades around decision points was calculated
as their horizontal angle in the field of view from 50 meters before decision
points, in proportion to the 60◦ of comfortable field of view of the human visual
apparatus. For this computation the depth of view was set to 100 meters. To
determine differences in color the individual façade images were used. Their
median RGB color was transferred into an HSB color, and hue, saturation and
brightness were weighted according to Nothegger et al. [24]. The adjusted color



of each façade was calculated by:

color = 75% ∗H + 20% ∗ S + 5% ∗B (1)

Then color salience scolDiff was determined as the standard deviation of color
differences to the five nearest neighbors of each façades. The advance visibility
svAngle can be zero for some façades as a result of this computation.

Table 2. Category saliences as used in the experiment.

Category Salience

restaurant 0.886

business 0.682

hotel 0.773

street sign 0.2

shop 0.545

bank 0.705

Also, it could be observed that participants described landmarks in different
manners, such as by name or color. We were interested in how different attributes
of landmark salience impact humans choice of landmarks. To examine the varying
impact, we used multiple linear regression (by R 3) to find out how much the
four attributes correlate with the landmarks participants referred to (w1, w2, w3,
w4 are the coefficients):

cSalient = w1 ∗ sstructural + w2 ∗ ssemantic + w3 ∗ svAngle + w4 ∗ scolDiff (2)

Table 4.3 shows various impact of the four salience attributes by correlating
them to the frequency a landmark had been nominated by all participants for the
short and long route. The sum field in the table is the Spearman rank correlation
coefficients of façades with weighted salience and the human selected landmarks.
It can be seen that structural salience and advance visibility dominate in their
impact. In comparison, both semantic salience and color difference have less
influence.

Table 3. Weights of four salience attributes suggested by multiple linear regression.

Route ] F structural semantic vAngle colDiff sum

short 256 1.01 0.41 4.92 0.14 0.30

long 429 2.64 0.18 2.15 -0.65 0.29

We additionally calculated the Spearman rank correlation coefficients for
individual salience factors with the frequency of façades referenced (freqhuman)

3 http://www.r-project.org/



(see Table 4.3). The results again show that the structural salience and advance
visibility salience have stronger effects on the overall salience of landmarks in
this environment for both routes.

Table 4. Correlation of four salience attributes with freqhuman. ] F shows the number
of façades around the routes.

Route ] F structural semantic vAngle colDiff sum

short 256 0.3 0.18 0.32 not sig. 0.27

long 429 0.47 not sig. 0.34 not sig. 0.28

Whether the nationality (Germans versus non-Germans) of the participants
influenced the correlation of salience factors and the referenced landmarks, es-
pecially for semantic salience, was also tested. We only found a difference for
semantic salience for the long route. There is a significant positive correlation
(0.17) in the German group, but no significant correlation for the non-German
group.

Finally we correlated each salience factor with the frequency each façade is
seen along a route (freqtraj). For the short route a positive correlation (p < 0.01)
existed only between structural salience and freqtraj . For the long route advance
visibility salience correlated with freqtraj (p < 0.01). Both correlations could
also be found for the subset of the trajectories of the people who used landmarks
(freqwithL).

Table 5. Correlation between trajectory data (all, group with landmarks, group with
no landmarks) and the salience factors (significant if p < 0.01).

Route structural/
freqtraj

structural/
freqwithL

structural/
freqnoL

vAngle/
freqtraj

vAngle/
freqwithL

vAngle/
freqnoL

short 0.16 0.21 not sig. not sig. not sig. not sig.

long not sig. not sig. not sig. 0.15 0.15 not sig.

5 Discussion

In this paper we take the first steps towards an evaluation of automatic land-
mark identification methods. We present an experiment in a virtual environment
where participants were asked to write down route descriptions for a short and
a long route. Although the environment is relatively sterile and populated only
by textured box buildings, nearly two thirds of the participants referred to land-
marks.



We correlated the frequency of landmarks referred to by participants with
calculated salience values using four attributes of landmarks. These four salience
attributes were structural salience, semantic salience, advance visibility salience,
and visual salience based on color differences.

For both routes, the highest positive correlations occurred with advance visi-
bility salience and structural salience. These results show that structural salience
and advance visibility have higher impact on human selection of landmarksat
least for the urban virtual environments tested.

Furthermore, these two factors were correlated with how often a façade was
seen by all participants at walking speed. For the short route structural salience
correlated positively with the visual attention determined from trajectory data,
and for the long route we found a correlation with advance visibility.

With even higher impact, both structural salience and advance visibility were
related to decision points. Analyses of the trajectory data proved that all partic-
ipants were slower than average at each decision point, i.e., paid more attention
to the environment.

One possible explanation why structural salience is important may be that
this virtual environment is too homogeneous with respect to its visual appear-
ance. The virtual environment is built of textured box buildings of equal height,
and otherwise it is empty. A small set of façades and the constant building height
may have downplayed the need for landmarks as well as the recognition factor of
each façade, and may have led participants to concentrate on structural factors,
such as structural salience and advance visibility salience.

Beyond this, we examined whether the nationalities of the participants in-
fluenced the selection of landmarks. Our urban virtual environment contains
only German façades and so we divided our participants into a German and a
non-German group. There were no differences between the two groups in the
correlation analyses for almost all salience factors, except that for the long route
the semantic salience factor correlated significantly to the referenced landmarks
for the German group, but not for the non-German group.

The second question we investigated in this paper was to what extent the
tracking data collected in the experiment provides information on how people
select landmarks. Tracking data enabled us to calculate, for every position, which
façade was in the field of view, and to sum up the visibility over all points.
We correlated the time span each façade was looked at with the frequency of
this façade in the route descriptions. We found a significant positive correlation
between these two types of data, which suggests that tracking data provides
useful information about which landmark will be referred to by people.

To elicit whether façades are looked at due to the movement pattern or
because they will be referred to as landmarks, we compared the group of partici-
pants that did not refer to landmarks with the group that did. If we had found a
correlation for both groups, façades would likely be looked at only because they
happen to be at decision points where participants slowed down. Since we only
found a correlation for the group that did refer to landmarks, it is more likely
that attention is paid to those façades that are referenced. Thus, trajectory data



can be a useful tool for getting additional information on what façades people
will utilize as landmarks in virtual environments as well.

6 Conclusion and Outlook

In this paper we demonstrate that virtual environments can be utilized as a
valuable tool to acquire more information about how people select landmarks.
This paper contributes to the knowledge of automatic landmark identification
theories, to a better understanding of the impact of individual salience factors,
and to new methods of landmark identification, e.g., based on tracking what
people experience in an environment.

Both experiment and interpretation can be further improved. During the
analysis we identified some artifacts due to the experimental setup. For example,
all participants showed a higher residence time at the start of the experiment,
waiting for permission to begin.

We believe that we will get even higher correlations if we remove these arti-
facts. An analysis for each participants individual trajectory and its correlation
to the individual written route descriptions may yield further interesting results.

Moreover, we are now interested in a finer analysis of the route descriptions
according to inter-individual and inter-cultural differences. For this purpose we
plan a follow-up experiment in Germany with participants of German and other
nationalities.

We will also study more reasonable combinations and weightings of the land-
mark identification methods. In this paper we illustrated that individual factors
in a salience formula do not need to be equally weighted. However, an adaptive
weighting to environmental features or context would require more extensive
testing across different virtual environments.
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